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Parallel Gel Light 
 

Creating gels for lighting masks or shadows and what else you can do 
with them. Additionally, how to manage the Distant Light is discussed. 

 

Introduction 

A gel is some sort of a mask that can be used on a light. Bryce calls gel what the movie 
industry calls cookie or gobo. Gels can be used with all Bryce light sources but not all are 
equally well suited and some may give queer results. There are generally two uses for a gel on 
a light source: mask out a part of the light, or cast a shadow in the form of the gel. 

Bryce comes with 34 ready to use gels as TIF files. Some are just black & white, others mono-
chrome grey scale and yet others coloured. They can be found in the Bryce main folder 
Content\Light Gels\DAZ\Installed. Black & white and monochrome ones can be 
directly rendered from objects in Bryce, saved as a picture and then used a gel. 

 

In the Bryce Light Lab, there is a 
control labelled Use Gel. When it is 
activated, two buttons become 
active: Image and Procedural. If you 
click on Procedural, the Materials 
Lab opens but it leaves you a bit 
baffled what to do. Click on Image 
and the Pictures Room opens. 
Either load an image or, if you want 
a procedural, select the default Leo 
and accept. Now click on Procedu-
ral in the Light Lab and get into the 
Materials Lab. Change from Picture 
[P] to Texture [T] and get the desi-
red texture. 

Only [C]olor and [A]lpha have an effect. With alpha you get a black & white gel, if colour is 
enabled also grey scales and colours are applied to the gel. Of course, if you want a picture, 
just load it into the Picture Room. It is assumed that you are familiar with the Picture Room, 
Materials Lab and Deep Texture Editor (DTE) to load a picture or a texture. 

 
Creating a Gel 

You can draw a pattern for a gel in any 2D graphics application or use any existing picture. 
 
Rendering an Object for Gel use 

Select the object or objects that should make up the gel and in the 
Render Options drop-down menu enable either Object Mask or 
Distance Mask. The Object Mask will result in a black & white 
picture where the object is white and everything around it back. 
Distance Mask will render the parts of the object that are nearer to 
the camera darker or black and parts farther away from the camera 
progressively less dark, brighter and what is not part of the 
selected object white. 
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At left, the Object Mask, in the centre the Distance Mask and at right the Altitude Mask, which 
is less suitable as gel than the first two but shown here for completeness. 

The Object Mask throws the light in form of the tree on a wall. If you want the shadows of the 
tree on the wall, you have to invert the picture in a graphics application. You cannot make a 
negative in the Picture Room, no matter how the centre image is set. You can use a negative 
light but then you need a second light source. This is not really a clever option for casting a 
shadow on a wall; better invert it in a graphics application. 

The same is true for the Distance Mask. However, this one does cast shadows because it is 
dark on a bright background, but the shadows are not uniformly dark, depending on the 
difference in distance of the nearest and farthest part of the object. If you want a light pattern 
on the wall, you have to invert the image in a graphics application. 

 
The Available Lights 

The lights on the shelf have partly the same names and this gets confusing. There are the 
legacy lights with a yellow thumbnail and the new lights with some green in the thumbnail. 

 
The ones on the left are the legacy ones and the ones to the right the new ones. There are 
some new lights like the Distant, Dome and Fill, but there are new and old Parallel lights. 
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The legacy Parallel lights are not truly parallel, the new ones are. Additionally, the new ones 
can be set to Infinite Width and this works because they cast the light truly parallel. 

 
At left is a legacy square Parallel Light; the centre is bright and the light fades towards the 
edges. The vignetting is not much but nevertheless there. If the light is made large it looks like 
a very wide square spotlight with edge softness. 

In the centre is a new Square Parallel Light and it lights the surface evenly from the centre to 
the rim, the light is truly parallel. At right is the same light but set to Infinite Width and it lights 
any face evenly up to the maximum size of 1,024,000 Bryce Units. 

 
Suitable Lights for Gel 

Create your gel in the aspect ratio it will be used if you do not want the pattern to appear 
distorted. Obviously, it is quite difficult to get the right aspect ratio for a Radial light. You can 
use a spherical panorama as gel for a radial and project it onto a sphere with the camera 
inside this sphere but it may be easier to map the panorama around a sphere and put a white 
radial in the centre to light the panorama. 

Dome and Fill lights are even less suited than the Radial. The Distant light is always at infinite 
distance and toggling Radial and Spot is a bit quirky. A caustic pattern as gel could perhaps be 
used when lighting an ocean or some green-yellow-grey pattern shining on a landscape. 

So, the title above is rather misleading because it tells you which light sources are not well 
suited. Nevertheless, you can apply a gel to any of them and may even like the result for some 
very special scene. Looking at it at this angle, they may be suitable even if they usually are not. 
 
Really Suitable Lights for Gel 

Any light that is not omnidirectional but directional is suitable: Spotlights and Parallel lights. 
Spotlights can be scaled to another aspect ratio than square and the angle how narrow or 
wide the light beam gets can be adjusted. There is no beam angle to adjust for a parallel light, 
it casts light parallel as the name implies. 

Parallel lights can be scaled to make the light and the gel pattern larger or smaller. Their aspect 
ratio can also be adjusted to the aspect ratio of the picture gel. If a procedural is used, the 
pattern can also be resized using the Transformation Tools in the Materials Lab for the texture 
used. 

This can also be done in this way for Spotlights. However, if the beam angle is modified, the 
gel size will also change. The X and Z size of the wireframe adjust size and aspect ratio, Y 
adjusts the beam angle. By default, all three axes are the same. If Y is set smaller than X and Z, 
the light beam gets wider, if Y is made larger, the beam gets narrower. 
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Parallel Light with Infinite Width 

These are a special case because they can cast parallel light rays optionally with infinite width. 
The new Round Parallel Light casts a round light, as expected. If it is set to Infinite Width, it 
behaves the same as the new Square Parallel Light ― which is to be expected. 

The aspect ratio can be changed if X and Z are different, Y has no effect and behaves like the 
legacy parallel lights, also if set to Infinite Width. 

Perhaps not obvious, but the Edge Softness from the Spotlight works on the Parallel Light as 
well. Of course, if set to Infinite Width, there is no effect. 

There is a Direction control which is a bit tricky to use. The parallel light can be rotated and if 
it shines skewed ― from an angle other than a right one, not perpendicular ― on a flat 
surface, the gel gets distorted, as expected. If the Direction control is enabled, the roller ball or 
the Azimuth and Altitude fields for the Distant Light (Light Lab top left) can be used to point the 
parallel light beam. The beam moves away from the centre and the gel with it, without being 
distorted. A light can be put above the ground plane pointing down so it lights it. If Direction 
control is enabled and Altitude set to -90°, the light shines onto the underside of the ground 
plane without moving the light itself. 

If the light is additionally set to Infinite Width, the light is not uniform anymore if the Direction 
control is enabled and the beam pointed in another direction. 

What happens with the gel if the parallel light is set to Infinite Width? It is repeated infinite 
times, the gel gets tiled. 

 
At left, the gel of a parallel light, centre Infinite Width enabled; and at right as well, just looking 
at the light from a bit farther away. 

 
Some Examples 

To round up this discussion, some practical examples are shown. Below, the left half uses the 
Object Mask render, the right part the Distant Mask render. The grey “embossed” images use 
two parallel lights. One has the tree bright and the backdrop black, the other uses the dark 
tree on the white backdrop. Both parallel lights are aligned but one is shifted up and right by 
0.5 Bryce Units (BU). 

The black images with the white outlines use the same setup. However, both use the gel with 
the bright tree and the black backdrop but one casts positive and the other negative light at 
the same intensity. 
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Below at left, the light with the black tree gel is set to Infinite Width and the one with the white 
tree as gel not. At right, the light with the white tree gel is set to Infinite Width and the one 
with the black tree not. The left render was made from the Object Mask render, the right one 
from the Distant Mask render. 

 
 
Shadows make renders more interesting. At right, a 
Spotlight with a gel of a black tree provides the key 
light and the shadows on the vase, wall and floor. A 
small uniformly white HDRI gives the ambient light. 
A Dome Light could have been used instead. 

Using a gel on a spot or parallel light to cast sha-
dows on a wall renders faster than putting an 
object in front of the directional light out of the 
camera’s view. An Object Mask renders fast and 
when it is inverted in a 2D graphics program, some 
Gaussian blur could be applied. If the scene is 
rendered with depth of field (DOF), the shadows 
are already blurred, which speeds up the render. 

Setting the directional light to Shadow Softness 
does not blur the gel. The shape of the gel remains 
as sharp as the gel image is. To get a soft shadow 
from the gel, render with DOF (as was done at 
right). 
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Apart from shadow patterns, gels can also be used to project light. There is a video Projecting 
Light and an approximate transcript on my website. 

 
Distant Light Revisited 

Even though the Distant Light is not very suitable to use with a gel, it is discussed here because 
it is a bit special to handle. 

The wireframe representation is there to select it. In reality, the light source is at infinite 
distance. The wireframe can be moved to any location in the scene, there is no change from 
where the light shines. However, if a gel is applied, the position and size determine what part 
of the gel gets visible and how large. The wireframe is represented as a radial light, no matter 
whether the Distant Light is set to Radial or Spot. It shines from the position set by the rollerball 
or the Azimuth and Altitude fields into the world centre. 
 
Radial and Spot 

The Distant Light is a Radial by default and its brightness 20 times stronger than the sun. If the 
sun is at the default Diffuse 100 and replaced by a Radial Distant Light, Diffuse must be set to 5 
to get the same amount of light in the scene. 

The values set in the Azimuth and Altitude fields work the same as the ones for the sun. This 
makes positioning the Distant Light as an additional or second sun easy; the rollerball can be 
used as well. When enabling Spot, the Spotlight Edge Softness control is set to the value -20 
(negative, blue bar) automatically. This is an invalid setting. If you leave the Light Lab and get 
back into it, Radial is selected again, Spot is lost.  

In order to keep Spot selected, move the Edge Softness 
control for the Spotlight to any value between 0 and 100. 
It is not possible to set it to a negative value. Now, Spot 
keeps being selected. 

Spot is easy to select, just left-click on the dot (red arrow) 
or the word Spot. Going back to Radial is not so obvious. 
The dot is not sensitive; you have to left-click below it 
(blue arrow) or the right part of Radial and can go quite 
near to the left side of dot for Spot. 

 

References: 

The Bryce 7.1 documentation was never completed by Daz 3D, the new lights are partly 
described in it, however. Check from page 1060 hence: 
http://docs.daz3d.com/lib/exe/fetch.php/artzone/pub/software/bryce/bryce_7_ag_wip_0204.pdf 

 
There is also a video about projecting light that discusses gels for other applications: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmnqaOi4ePE 

The video is kindly hosted by David Brinnen on his YouTube channel. The approximate 
transcript can be found on my website:  
https://horo.ch/docs/video/pdf/Transcript_ProjectingLight.pdf 
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